Wellness House envisions a community where all people affected by cancer thrive. Offered at no cost, and as a complement to medical treatment, our programs educate, support, and empower participants so they will improve their physical and emotional well-being.

Everything we do is to prepare and empower people to fully live life with cancer and beyond.

**Information & Education**

Black Cancer Podcast Club
Thursday, February, 17
7:00 – 8:30 p.m.

Ikea Johnson, Wellness House and Christine Jo’nel Adley, Young And A Survivor (YAAS)

Let’s change how we talk about cancer.

Black Cancer’s goal is to normalize conversations about our health and build our ability to talk about cancer in robust, dynamic and real ways. Each episode features in-depth, vulnerable, one-on-one conversations with everyday people of color. Guests are cancer survivors, previvors, caregivers and loved ones of those this world has lost.

Listen to season 1, episode 5, “I Want Black Women to Have More Choices,” and then join Ikea and Christine online to continue the conversation. You can listen to Black Cancer on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Google Podcasts or Amazon Music.

Register at wellnesshouse.org/burey or call Ikea at 630.654.5356.